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We investigate the mechanisms underlying continuous and discontinuous jamming transitions
(JTs) in packet traffic flow in the Internet, and we find that when a routing protocol causes the
spreading of local congestions triggered from a few nodes to other ones, global-scale nodes become
congested in a short time, and then the JT is discontinuous. Otherwise, the JT is continuous. We
also find that while the system performance increases even beyond the JT point for the continuous
transition, it decreases for the discontinuous transition. These differing results originate from the
locality and non-locality, respectively, of congestions in the system.

PACS numbers: 64.60.aq, 89.20.-a, 89.40.-a, 89.75.Hc

Complex networks have attracted significant atten-
tion during the last decade. Many interesting properties
ranging from network structure to dynamics on/of net-
works have been uncovered, and are still actively inves-
tigated [1–4]. Among the various kinds of complex net-
works, transportation networks such as the Internet have
been the focus of much of this research; as the amount
of digital data increases rapidly in this information era,
improving the transport techniques of data packets be-
comes a demanding task [5]. Thus, it is important to
study how to improve routing protocols for packet deliv-
ery in the Internet. It is known that when the amount
of packets exceeds the transport capability, a jamming
transition (JT) from a free-flow state to a congested state
occurs in the system [6]. The JT depends on various as-
pects of the system, such as network structure [7, 8], rout-
ing and queuing protocols [6, 9–18], and bandwidths of
routers and optical cables [19–23]. In this paper, we focus
on the JTs arising from different routing protocols. We
are particularly interested in the transition types of JTs,
such as continuous and discontinuous phase transitions.
Even though the conventional JT in packet transport is
continuous, some recently introduced models exhibit dis-
continuous JTs [16–19]. Thus, the goal of this paper is
to uncover the differences in the mechanisms underlying
the continuous and discontinuous JTs and compare the
packet transport performance among the types of JTs.

To this end, we perform extensive simulations of packet
transport in the Internet at the autonomous system (AS)
level, for which topology information is available from
the DIMES project [24]. We choose four different AS
networks collected each January from 2007 to 2010 and
perform simulations of packet transport on their giant
components. Since we found that the behaviors of the
JT on each network were similar, we carried out extensive
simulations on the AS network in January 2010. The AS
network is composed of nodes (ASes) with N = 26429
and mean degree 〈k〉 ' 6.3. The network is scale-free,
and the degree distribution follows a power law with the
exponent γ ' 2.1(1). With this AS network, we perform
the following traffic dynamics: At each time step, every
node generates a packet with rate p, which is sent toward
a randomly chosen destination. During the journey, when

packets arrive at the same node simultaneously, they are
accumulated in the queue and forwarded one by one, fol-
lowing the first-in-first-out rule, to the nearest neighbor
node determined by the routing protocol. We assume
that the bandwidth of each node is uniform as one packet
per time step regardless of the number of connections of
each node. In addition, the queue size is assumed to be
unlimited. Upon arriving at destinations, packets are re-
moved from the system. We use three different routing
protocols: (i) Packets are sent along the shortest path
between a starting node and a destination. This proto-
col is referred to as the shortest path (SP) protocol [6].
(ii) Packets are sent along a globally optimal path for
which the sum of the distance from a present node to the
destination and the waiting times spent in the queues
on the way is minimized. This protocol is referred to
as the globally optimal (GO) protocol [15]. (iii) Pack-
ets are sent along a locally optimal path for which the
sum of the distance from a present node to the desti-
nation and the waiting time at the nearest neighbor on
the path is minimized. This protocol is referred to as
the traffic-aware (TA) protocol [16]. It has been found
that the order parameter of the JT behaves differently
for the three protocols. For the first two protocols, the
JT is continuous, while for the third protocol it is dis-
continuous. These protocols are represented formally as
follows: Let Li be the effective distance from node i to
a target node. Then, Li is written for the SP, GO, and
TA routing protocols as follows:

LSP
i = di, (1)

LGO
i = dx +

∑
j∈x

qj(t− 1), and (2)

LTA
i = hdi + (1− h)qi(t), (3)

respectively, where di is the hopping distance between
node i and the target along the shortest path. dx is the
hopping distance from node i to the target along a given
path x, and qi(t) is the number of packets contained in
the queue of node i at time t. h is a traffic-control pa-
rameter. It is known that as long as 0 < h < 1, the
behavior of the JT is discontinuous [16]. In our simula-
tions, we use a fixed value of h = 0.5. We can classify
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The order parameter ρ for the three
routing protocols, SP (4), TA (5), and GO (©) versus the
packet generation rate p. While the protocols SP and GO
exhibit continuous JTs, TA exhibits a discontinuous JT.

these protocols into two types: static and dynamic. The
SP protocol belongs to the former, and GO and TA be-
long to the latter. However, the behavior of the JT does
not follow this classification: the JTs for the first two
protocols are continuous, while the JT for the third pro-
tocol is discontinuous. We perform simulations up to 105

time steps using the parallel updating method.
We introduce the order parameter ρ for the JT, defined

as

ρ ≡ lim
t→∞

〈A(t+ ∆t)−A(t)〉
Np∆t

, (4)

where A(t) is the total number of packets in the network
at time t and 〈· · · 〉 means the average over time window
∆t. If the number of created packets balances the num-
ber of arrived packets on average, ρ is zero. This state is
referred to as a free-flow state. However, if the number
of created packets is larger than the number of arrived
packets, A(t) increases in time. Hence, 0 < ρ ≤ 1, and
this state is defined as a congested state. There is a crit-
ical value pc across which the jamming transition occurs
from the free-flow to the congested state.

We measure the order parameter ρ as a function of the
packet generation rate p for the three routing protocols.
Fig. 1 shows that protocols SP and GO lead to continu-
ous JTs as p increases, while TA leads to a discontinuous
JT. This result confirms the results in Refs. [6, 15, 16].
The height of the jump in the order parameter after
the onset of JT indicates the ratio of the number of
jammed packets to the number of created packets per
time step. Thus, the non-zero value of the jump in ρ
for the TA case in Fig. 1 implies that a large fraction
of packets are congested at the onset of the discontin-
uous JT, while a small fraction of packets are jammed
when the continuous JT occurs for the SP and GO cases.
The JT points of the three protocols are ordered as
pGO
c ' 0.00113 > pTAc ' 0.00069 > pSPc ' 0.00020. This
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The number of congested nodes for
routing protocols SP (4) and GO (©) around their critical
points pc. These numbers are small compared to the system
size. Arrows indicate the JT points. Inset: The number of
congested nodes for TA (5). The number of congested nodes
(' 5232) is comparable to the system size, N = 26429. The
threshold is taken as qjam = 35.

means that the JT can be sustained up to the largest p
under the GO protocol. However, the GO protocol re-
quires the most computational power to find the optimal
path, which is quite complex.

We can also view JTs in a different way. Though ρ
can give information about the overall balance between
packet creations and annihilations, it does not give any
information about the spatial distribution of congestions
in the system. To resolve this problem, we measure the
number of congested nodes as a function of p. The state
of a node can be defined as follows: If a node is in the free-
flow state (congested state), the queue length of a node
remains stationary (increases with time) with some fluc-
tuations. To identify congested nodes, we use a threshold
qjam such that if the queue length of a node exceeds the
threshold in the final stage of the simulation, that node
is regarded as congested. By taking an appropriate value
of qjam, we identify the state of nodes easily with negli-
gible artificial errors. We take qjam = 35 in this study
and we confirm that this actually works by estimating
the growing trend of the queue length of those nodes. As
shown in Fig. 2, while the SP and GO protocols generate
a few congested nodes at their JT points, a large fraction
(about 20%) of the total nodes in the system become
congested for the TA case. This result indicates that
a continuous (discontinuous) JT appears when the con-
gestion happens locally (globally). Since a large number
of nodes break down after the discontinuous JT, many
packets passing through such congested nodes become
jammed. This explains why the large jump in ρ for the
TA protocol occurs. It is also notable that the two dy-
namic routing protocols, GO and TA, exhibit different
congestion spreading behaviors. Hence, we can conclude
that not all dynamic routing protocols tend to spread out
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Size of the giant congested cluster
versus time at the JT point for the TA protocol. At the
onset of the JT, the size of the giant congested cluster grows
dramatically with time.

local congestions to other nodes.
To better understand the mechanisms underlying the

distinct types of JTs, we study in detail the evolution
of congestions for each protocol. First, for the SP case,
the mechanism is rather simple: only a node with the
largest betweenness centrality (BC) [25] becomes con-
gested when p reaches pc [7]. There is no cascading be-
havior from this congested node to other nodes. The
congestion behavior of a certain node is independent of
those of other nodes and is determined only by the BC
distribution of an underlying network. As p increases
beyond pc, the nodes with the next largest BC become
congested in order. Next, for the GO case, we find that
congested nodes do not coincide with the nodes having
the largest BCs but rather are the nodes on the bridges
between large sub-clusters. To identify such nodes, we
define a connectedness centrality of node i as

ci ≡
G0 −Gi

G0
, (5)

where G0 is the giant component size of the original AS
network and Gi is the giant component size of the net-
work after the removal of node i. Thus, ci represents a
fraction of the nodes from which packets should traverse
node i in order to reach other regions of the system.
Therefore, nodes having large ci are inevitable bottle-
necks for any routing protocol. We confirm that the six
congested nodes after the onset of JT for the GO pro-
tocol have the six largest ci values. It is notable that
the number of congested nodes remains unchanged even
when p increases beyond pc, as shown in Fig. 2. This
implies that the GO protocol is indeed optimal since it
delays the congestions as long as possible for all nodes
except a few unavoidable bottleneck nodes.

For the TA protocol case, numerous congested nodes
are created at the JT point because the TA protocol can-
not guide packets to optimal paths owing to a lack of
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Plot of the transportation efficiency Q
of the network for the three routing protocols as a function
of packet generation rate p. All protocols exhibit similar per-
formance in the region of small p. Across the JT points, Q
behaves differently depending on the routing protocols.

global traffic information. Since many nodes have long
queues near pc, the second term in Eq. (3) becomes domi-
nant, and the TA protocol cannot consider topological in-
formation properly. As a result, packets do not get closer
to their destinations and they become trapped in some re-
gions. Consequently, congestions initially triggered from
a few nodes can be spread to their neighboring nodes
successively under the guidance of the TA protocol. To
monitor the cascading behavior of congestions, we iden-
tify the largest cluster composed of congested nodes only
and measure its size as a function of time (see Fig. 3). We
find that the cluster grows dramatically in a short time
interval, then it increases gradually and eventually satu-
rates. This indicates that the local congestion triggered
from a few nodes spreads out rapidly and forms a global
congestion in a short time. Owing to this spreading of
congestions, the order parameter ρ and the number of
congested nodes grow discontinuously at the JT point.

Next we investigate the transportation efficiency Q:

Q ≡ D(T )/T, (6)

where D(T ) is the number of packets arriving at their
targets up to the simulation time T . Fig. 4 shows that
Q has a maximum at pc for the discontinuous JT, while
Q increases monotonically even after pc for the continu-
ous JT. This indicates that the system achieves its best
performance at pc for the discontinuous case, but it does
not for the continuous cases. If the discontinuous JT
occurs, a large fraction of the nodes in the system lose
their functions, and packets passing through these con-
gested nodes are trapped in them. Consequently, they
cannot reach their destinations. However, for the contin-
uous JT, most parts of the system, except a few congested
nodes, remain in the free-flow state, so that most packets
still flow to their targets without severe obstruction from
jamming. Therefore, maximal system transportation ef-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Average load 〈`(k)〉 of the nodes with
degree k normalized by the total number of created packets
during simulations for the three routing protocols, before and
after their JTs; SP protocol before (�) and after (©) pc, TA
protocol before (4) and after (5) pc, GO protocol before (♦)
and after (D) pc.

ficiency occurring at pc, due to a massive breakdown in
the system, is a reliable indicator of a discontinuous JT.

The pattern of localized (globalized) congestions for
the SP and GO protocols (TA protocol) can also be found
in the relation between load and degree. The load of a
node is the number of packets passing through the node
during the simulation [25]. We measure the average load
〈`(k)〉 of the nodes with degree k normalized by the total
number of created packets during simulations as a func-
tion of degree k; the average is taken over the nodes with
the same degree. Fig. 5 shows that for the TA protocol,
there is an abrupt change in the behavior of 〈`(k)〉 after

the discontinuous JT takes place. 〈`(k)〉 is rather flat for
the large k region for TA after the JT. This indicates
that for the TA protocol, the congestions spread out in a
wide region of nodes with relatively small degree, while
the congestions are localized in a few nodes for the SP
and GO protocols.

In summary, we have studied jamming transitions
(JTs) under three routing protocols, guiding packets to
travel (i) along the shortest path, (ii) along the optimal
path, and (iii) along the traffic-aware path. We found
that a large fraction of nodes became congested for pro-
tocol (iii), which led to a discontinuous JT; otherwise,
the JT was continuous. Protocol (iii) suppresses the
accumulation of packets in a single queue and spreads
them out to other nodes. As a result, the number of con-
gested nodes increases, but with medium queue length.
This mechanism is closely analogous to that of the explo-
sive percolation transition, recently the subject of inten-
sive study, in which the formation of the giant cluster is
suppressed but medium-size clusters are produced abun-
dantly [26–28]. In addition, we expect that models that
account for a rejection rule or a finite queue would also
cause this cascading of congestions in very similar ways,
and thus they would lead to a discontinuous JT [17–19].
We conclude that the mechanism of inducing the spread
of congestions is a key factor in discontinuous JTs.
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